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RECTANGULAR HAY FEEDERS

1 W10-08-27 Rectangular palisade feeder  PŁPC-1 HDG pcs
2 W10-08-29 Rectangular palisade feeder  PŁPC-2 HDG pcs

- body length - 200 cm;
- body width - 300 cm;
- overall height - 274 cm;
- feed fence openable on sides,,
  enabling loading of feed and  
  cleaning the feeder;
- palisades height - 70 cm;
- three-point handle for transport with 
  a tractor (three-point linkage) of 
  a feeder not filled with feed;
- removable roof made of aluzinc sheet.

- body length - 200 cm;
- body width - 200 cm;
- overall height - 274 cm;
- feed fence openable on sides,,
  enabling loading of feed and 
  cleaning the feeder;
- palisades height - 70 cm;
- three-point handle for transport with 
  a tractor (three-point linkage) of  
  a feeder not filled with feed;
- removable roof made of aluzinc sheet.

RECTANGULAR PALISADE FEEDER PŁPC - 1

RECTANGULAR PALISADE FEEDER  PŁPC - 2

HDG  -  an�-corrosion protec�on - hot-dip galvanized.

FEEDERS, WATER TROUGHS
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- body length - 200 cm;
- body width - 300 cm;
- overall height - 274 cm;
- feed fence openable on sides,,
  enabling loading of feed and 
  cleaning the feeder;
- feed barriers  height- 100 cm;
- three-point handle for transport with 
  a tractor (three-point linkage) of 
  a feeder not filled with feed;
- removable roof made of aluzinc sheet.

- body length - 200 cm;
- body width - 200 cm;
- overall height - 274 cm;
- feed fence openable on sides,,
  enabling loading of feed and 
  cleaning the feeder;
- feed barriers  height- 100 cm;
- three-point handle for transport with 
  a tractor (three-point linkage) of 
  a feeder not filled with feed;
- removable roof made of aluzinc sheet.

3 W10-08-75 Rectangular diagonal  feeder PŁSC-1 pcs
4 W10-08-78 Rectangular diagonal  feeder PŁSC-2 pcs

RECTANGULAR DIAGONAL FEEDER PŁSC - 1

RECTANGULAR DIAGONAL FEEDER PŁSC - 2

HDG  -  an�-corrosion protec�on - hot-dip galvanized.

TECHNICAL DATA:

TECHNICAL DATA:

www.rolstal.com
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5 W10-08-21 Rectangular  feeder with headlock PŁZC-1 HDG pcs
6 W10-08-24 Rectangular  feeder with headlock PŁZC-2 HDG pcs

- body length - 200 cm;
- body width - 300 cm;
- overall height - 274 cm;
- feed fence openable on sides,
  enabling loading of feed and 
  cleaning the feeder;
- feed barriers  height  - 100 cm;
- three-point handle for transport with 
  a tractor (three-point linkage) of 
  a feeder not filled with feed;
- removable roof made of aluzinc sheet.

- body length - 200 cm;
- body width - 300 cm;
- overall height - 274 cm;
- feed fence openable on sides,
  enabling loading of feed and 
  cleaning the feeder;
- feed barriers  height  - 100 cm;
- three-point handle for transport with 
  a tractor (three-point linkage) of 
  a feeder not filled with feed;
- removable roof made of aluzinc sheet.

RECTANGULAR  FEEDER WITH HEADLOCK  PŁZC - 1

RECTANGULAR  FEEDER WITH HEADLOCK PŁZC - 2

HDG  -  an�-corrosion protec�on - hot-dip galvanized.

DANE TECHNICZNE:TECHNICAL DATA:

DANE TECHNICZNE:TECHNICAL DATA:
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FEEDERS, WATER TROUGHS


